
 
 

700 HIGHWAY SIGNING. 

 (REV 7-10-15) (FA 7-15-15) (1-16) 

ARTICLE 700-2 is expanded by the following: 

  700-2.1.6 Retroreflective Strips for Signs: Use only on signs where the 
retroreflective sign strip is called for in the Plans. Use 0.040 aluminum panels, Type IV or 
Type XI retroreflective sign sheeting meeting the requirements of Section 994 for the fabrication 
of the retroreflective sign strips and stainless steel attachment hardware for the installation. 
Retroreflective sign strips must be 2 inches in width and a height of 5 feet for all signs except for 
when signs are mounted at 4 feet, then retroreflective sign strip will be 2 feet in height. For the 
back of Rail Road Crossbuck signs, the retroreflective sign strip will be 2 inches wide for the full 
length of the blade. Match the color of the retroreflective sheeting to the background color of the 
sign except for YIELD signs and DO NOT ENTER signs, where the color must be red. 
 
 

SUBARTICLE 700-2.3 is deleted and the following substituted: 

 700-2.3 Method of Measurement: For single post and multi post sign assemblies, an 
assembly consists of all the signs mounted on a single structure. The Contract unit price per 
assembly for ground mounted signs (single post and multi-post), furnished and installed, will 
include furnishing the sign panels, support structure, foundation, hardware, and labor necessary 
for a complete and accepted installation. 
  The retroreflective sign strip will be paid for separately, and the Contract unit 
price per each will include furnishing the retroreflective sign strip, hardware and labor necessary 
for a complete and accepted installation. 
  For overhead signs, sign panels will be paid separately from support structures. 
The Contract unit price per each for sign panel, furnished and installed, will include furnishing 
the sign panels, hardware, and labor necessary for a complete and accepted installation. The 
Contract unit price for each overhead static sign structure, furnished and installed, will include 
furnishing the support structure, foundation, hardware, and labor necessary for a complete and 
accepted installation. 
  Relocation of signs will consist of removing the existing sign assembly and 
installing the sign on a new foundation at the location shown in the Plans. 
  When the Plans call for existing ground-mounted signs to be relocated or 
removed, after removing the sign panel from the assembly, remove supports and footings. 
Restore the area of the sign removal or relocation to the condition of the adjacent area. 
 
 

SUBARTICLE 700-2.4 is deleted and the following substituted: 

 700-2.4 Basis of Payment: Price and payment will be full compensation for all work 
specified in this Section. 
  Payment will be made under: 

Item No. 700-  1- Single Post Sign, per Assembly. 
Item No. 700-  2- Multi Post Sign, per Assembly. 



 
 

Item No. 700-  3- Sign Panel, per Each. 
Item No. 700-  4- Overhead Static Sign Structure , per each. 
Item No. 700- 13 Retroreflective Sign Strip, per each. 

 
 


